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Abstract

Mot aroaches to computer image segmentation group sets of pixels according to visible features of an image such
as edges, color, brightness, and curvatme. Such approaches exploit specialized object properties to obtain satisfactory
groupings, which can force those techniques to be domain specific. Furthermore, they do not provide a physical
explanation for the image, nor do they group regions that have a single physical structure yet differing visible fea-
tures.

This pper presents a new approach to segmentation using explicit hypotheses about the physics that creates images.
V& propose an initial segmentation that identifies image regions exhibiting constant color, but possibly varying inten-
sity. For each region, hypotheses are propsed that specificafly model the illumination, reflectance, and shape of the
3-D patch which caused that region. An image region may have many hypotheses simultaneously, and each hypothe-
sis represents a distinct, plausible explanation for the color awd intensity variation of that patch. Hypotheses for adja-
cent patches can be compared for similarity and merged when appropriate, resulting in more global hypotheses for
grouping elementary regions

This approach to segmentation has the potential to provide a list of possible explanations for a given image; to group
together regions with coherent physical properties; and to provide a framework for applying specific operators such
as shape-from-shading, color constancy, and roughness evaluation as part of the overall process of low-level vision.
However, many proftound unsolved problems are raised in determining the most "plausible explanations for a given
image region. In this paper, we present the approach, working through an example by hand, and discuss the implica-
tiom of this approach for physics-based vision.
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1. Introduction

The goal of physics-based segmentation is to find image regions that correspond to semantic scene elements. In prac-
tical trms, this man finding one or more physical descriptions of the illumination, materials, and geometry that cre-
ated the image. In this presentation, we focus upon the problem of segmenting a single color image. That a solution
exists for humans is obvious: an individual can look at a picture such as Figure 1 and not only comprehend what the
picture is about, but provide a fairly detailed physical description of the scene. We believe that postulating such a
physical description is the key to understanding image data.

Early work in segmentation was based upon straightforward statistical models of the image data and did not search
for the underlying semantic meaning. They modeled images as regions of uniform color and intensity, and variations
in these characteristics as noise [6]. Researchers realized that using information about the scene was important, but
they tried to incorporate such knowledge (such as trees are above and beside a road) on top of their statistical models
[411.

The statistical approach was taken partly because of the optimism of the 70's surrounding symbolic reasoning and
artificial intelligence, which relegated to low-level vision the straightforward task of dividing an image into simple
regions based upon color and brightness. More extemive low-level processing was considered unnecessary because it
was assumed that programs using higher level reasoning would be able to understand, identify, and merge these sim-
ple regions as appropriate [35].

In the mid-70's, Horn proposed using physical models of image formation-the interaction of light and matter-to ana-
lyze and understand images [161. Theometically, using Horn's model some physical characteristics of a surface,
including shape, could be estimated from a single image. Unfortunately, Horn's model was limited to perfectly dif-
fuse, perfect reflecting surfaces (also called Lambertian surfaces) and point light sources, and assumed a single sur-
face and light source in the scene. Furthermore, as it did not allow for noisy images or camera limitations-i.e.
clipping of the color values to the camera's range-it was not easily applicable to real images.

In the mid-80's, Shafer's dichromatic reflection model [33] allowed researchers to begin looking at a large class of
actual materials: inhomogeneous dielectrics. Inhomnogeneous dielectrics include paints, plastics, acrylics, ceramics,
and paper. Klinker et al. [20][21] demonstrated the power of this model, and the physics-based vision approach, by
using it in tandem with a model for noise and camera effects to segment real images of inhomogeneous dielectrics.

Despite the power of this segmentation program, it was still applicable to a limited class of images. Metals or multi-
colored objects could not be correctly segmented. Furthermore, the assumptions of Klinker et al. included a single
color of illumination. This resulted in incorrect segmentations in regions with colored interreflection from nearby
objects.

Finding solutions for these limitations was the next step in physics-based vision. Bajcsy et al. [2] attempted to model
intareflection and improve the parameter estimation methods of Klinker et aL by using hue, saturation, and intensity.
Brill [71 proposed a slightly different model for inhomogeneous dielectrics and demonstrated its use in segmentation.
Healey [14] proposed the unichromatic reflection model for metals, and showed that it could be used with the dichro-
matic reflection model to segment images with both metals and inhomogeneous dielectrics under specific lighting
condition.

As a result of these efforts, the vision community could claim it could segment images containing two materials-inh-
omogeneous dielectrics and metals-and images containing interreflection, but both methods had limitations. To cor-
rectly model interreflection, for example, a white reference plate was necessay in order to negate the effects of the
global illumination. Furthermore, there are still a large number of materials and lighting conditions that cannot be
handled by these models and their variations. More comprehensive reflection models, and models for different types
of materials are being researched, but no general reflection model yet exists (e.g. see [39], [29], [31], [8], and [15]).
Up to the present, physics-based segmentation routines for single color images have been based upon one, or at most
two, specific models of reflection with a set number of parameters. Furthermore, the issue of differing types of illumi-
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FJgum 1. (Pk* 1) A comple composed of m u materals• textiures, maW dolpe.

Ffmre 2I (Plate 2) An object, a mirror hmp of the object, and a pture of the objecL

nation has not beon examined, and all of the major work in segmentation has assumed uniformly colored objects.

In parallel with this work, the computer vision community has looked into determining light source color [241, and
continued to work on determining shape, although mostly with range data (e.g. see ( 11] [26] (27]). Unlike the work in
segmentation, which assumes all of the objects in an image conform to the same model, in the area of shape recovery
model uekcion as well as parameer estimation is being used. Large families of models are initially considered for a
set of data, and the best model is selected, as well as the best estimation of its parameters.

Recently, Breton et aL [5] have combined shape, light source direction, and material consistency into a single seg-
mentation routine. They initially propose a family of models for light source direction and shape, but they assume a
single model-Lambertian-for the reflectance properties of the material.

Unfortunately, none of these systems can deal with a pictures such as Figure 1. It contains grey and colored metals
reflecting multi-coloeed illumination, and numerous dielectrics with differing reflectance properties. In order to begin
to understand general images such as this, the next logical step is to begin looking at the families of possible models
for all three elements of a scene-illumination, reflectance, and shape or geometry. The need for a general model of
illumination is apparent from the metal teapot on the right side of Figure 1. Unless we can explicitly model the illumi-
nation from all directions with respect to the surface of the teapot, we cannot understand that the color variation is due-
to both the material type (copper), and the illumination. A comprehensive reflectance model, or at least a specification
of the space of possible models, is also necessary in order to segment general images, as shown by the previous dis-
cussion.
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Figure 3. (Plate 3) Image of uniformly colored FIgure 4. (Plate 4) Image of a single multi-colored
Inhomogeneous dielectrics, object.

In the past, researchers have approached the analysis of such images by postulating particular model equations, and
instantiating their parameters, with discontinuities in the parameters taken as segmentation boundaries. Instead, we
propose that the very forms of the models are to be instantiated in order to accommodate qualitatively different
shapes, materials, colors, and illumination environments. In this, we are moving the analysis from the primitive level
I model of Rissanen [32]-estimating parameters of a previously established model--to a level 3 analysis-selecting
the model class-with a resultant increase in perceptual power.

From the above summary of work in physics-based segmentation, it is clear that model selection has only recently
been examined by Breton et aL, and only for illumination and shape. Model selection is necessary because of ambi-
guity in an image. As can be seen in Figure 2, there can be several different physical explanations for identical image
regions. But what are the general models we should use? What are the parameters of the model classes we need to
consider, and do we need to consider them all? If not, how do we choose an initial set of models, and how do they
merge and interact?

These are the questions we deal with in this paper. In section 2 we present a general model, showing all of the possi-
ble parameters for the space of model classes. In section 3 we suggest a method for choosing a subset of the possible
models with which to begin segmenting an image. Finally, in section 4 we propose a method for merging and analyz-
ing the different model hypotheses to obtain a global segmentation.

Using this method allows both multiple explanations for the same image region, and grouping together of regions that
display coherence in one or more of the elements of their physical explanation. For example, physics-based vision
can segment images such as Figure 3 [21]. The discontinuities in color in Figure 4, however, cause current methods to
fail for this common image. Only by using more general models for segmentation can the image region correspond-
ing to the entire cup be proposed as a single semantic entity.

2. A General Model of Image Formation

Images are formed when light strikes an object and reflects towards an imaging device such as a camera or an eye.
The color and brightness of a point in an image is the result of the color and intensity of the incident light, and the
shape and optical properties of the object. This section presents a new formal model of these elements, how they
interact, and how they are related to what we see in an image.

2.1. The Elements of a Scene

The elements constituting our model of a scene are surfaces, illumination, and the light transfer function or reflec-
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lance of a point in 3-D space. These elements can be thought of as the intrinsic characteristics of a scene, as opposed
to img features such as edges or regions of constant color [36J. We begin by providing a formal notation for each of
these elements.

2.1.1. Surfaces

We model objects in the real world using 2-D manifolds we call surfaces. On a given surface, we can define local
coordinate as a two-variable parameterization (u, v) relative to an arbitrary origin. The shape of the manifold in 3-
Daspace is specified by a surface embeddig function S(u, v)-• (x~y,z), defined over an extent E• (u~v). The
surface embedding function maps a point in the local coordinates of the manifold to a point in 3-D global coordinates.
This global coordinate system is also anchored to an arbitrary origin, often specified relative to an imaging device. As
shown in Figrpue 5, the surface embedding allows us to define a tangent plane 7(-, v,) and surface normal N(u, v) at
each point on the manifold, and thereby to define a local 3-D) coordinate system at each surface point with two axes
on the tangent plane and one in the direction of the surface normal. Other useful properties, such as curvature, can
also be defined and specified for each point using the surface embedding function. Throughout this presentation we
use wire-frame diagrams, such as Figure 5 to show the shape of a surface patch.

Itis important to note that we do not view the world as consisting of surfaces to be found, but as objects to be mod-
eled. It is commonly presumed in machine vision that "surf'aces" exist in nature, and that the job of the vision system
is to discover them. We reject that view, believing instead that surfaces are artifacts of the interpretation process and
exist only within the pecpta system that is attempting to build a model of the world. Given this view, there is no
"coret surface with which to model an object. Instead, the choice of which manifold and surface embedding func-
tion will be used to represent a given object is made by the modeler, and depends largely upon the task and informa-
tion at hand. Given a brick wall, for example, if the application is obstacle avoidance, a single plane could be chosen
to model the entire wall. For other situations, such as segmentation, it might be necessary to model each brick as well
as the troughs between them. At an even smaller scale, understanding the image texture in detail may require a model
of each bump on each brick in order to interpret the wall. All are potentially useful "surfaces" to model the same wall,
and all might be needed at various points in the visual process. Thus one object in the world can be modeled by many
different surfaces, and the choice of model, or surface, is made by the intepee. This view allows us to conceive of
a pesrceptual prcs that incorlporate nwnerous differing surfaces to describe an object, an important capability that
other computational vision systems, which seek for a single "correct" surface, lack.

In order to parameterize light striking and reflecting from a surface, we also need to define a parameterization of
direction. In the global coordinate system we use two angles ( 0x, ), where 0A specifies the angle between the.
direction vector and the x-axis, and 0, corresponds to the angle between the direction vector and the y-axis. To spec-"
ify directions in the local coordinate systems, we will use normal spherical coordinates, as shown in Figure 6, speci-
fied by the ordered pair (O, q). 0 is the polar angle, defined as the angle between the surface normal and the
direction, and q, is the azimuth, defined as the angle between a perpendicular projection of the ray onto the tangent
plane and at reference line on the surface (usually defined to be either the u or v axis).
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Much research in machine vision assumes a single light source, often a relatively large distance away from the scene
being imaged. However, many visual phenomena aise because of reflection from nearby objects acting as additional
light souces. The field of computer graphics has long incorporated this idea into systems such as ray tracing and radi-
osity. In the field of machine vision, interreflection has been studied between two objects, but still no general model
exists for specifying the totality of illumination on a surface point.

To begin examining general images we can't assume point lighting, three independent light sources, or other con-
structed illumination setup. A general model must allow us to specify any type of illumination, including interreflec-
tinn from other objects, and still have identifiable subsets that fit with our traditional conceptions of illumination. We
develop our model by first defining and specifying the parameters of a single ray of light, then extending this model to
the describe the light arriving at a poinL

Aphotom is a quantum of light energy that moves in a single direction unless something-like matter, or a strong grav-
ity field-affects its motion. Thanks to the sun and artificial light sources, there are many photons moving in many
directions at any given time. Collections of photons moving in the same direction at the same place and time consti-
tute rays of light. As photons move, they oscillate about their direction of travel at a spectrum of wavelengths . which
specify the distance traveled in a single oscillation. The human eye is sensitive to photons with wavelengths that fall
between approximately 380 and 760nm, and the spectral distribution of wavelengths present in a collection of pho-
tons determine what color we see. A charge-coupled device [CCD] camera responds to a slightly different range of
wavelengths, and infrared color filters are normally used to approximately match the color response of the human
eye. The polarization of a population of photons specifies their oscillation and orientation with respect to the direc-
tion of travel, and it can affect the manner of reflection and transmission when light interacts with matter. Polarization
is commonly represented using a set of parameters, such as the Stokes parameters [4], which we indicate by the vari-
able s e {1, 2, 3, 4) that indexes the Stokes parameters to specify the relative energy of photons oscillating at dif-
ferent orientations.

In a scene, light is being emitted or reflected in numerous directions, entering and leaving points throughout the area
of interest. Using the parameters described above, a single ray of light at time t at position (x, y, z), moving in direc-
tion (Ox, 0), of frequency X and polarization s, can be specified by the 8-tuple (x, y, z, ox, 0A , s, t).

For the purposes of image formation, we want to specify the intensity of visible light that is incident from all direc-
tions on points (x, y, z) in global 3-D coordinates. We can describe the light energy arriving at a point from all direc-
tions by the incident light energy field function L+ (x, y, z, Ox, 0, Y, s, t), which specifies the radiant intensity, or
radiance per unit solid angle, of light incoming to the point (vy,z) from direction (Ox, 0e) of wavelength x and
Stokes parameter s at time t. This function is similar to the plenoptic function defined in [1], or the helios function
[281. In this paper we consider only single pictures taken at time t, making time a constant and allowing us to drop it
from our parameterization of illunination functions. As a result, we consider only the subspace of the incident light
energy field L+ (x, y, z, Oe x, O, s) .

For a point in free space, we note that rays arriving at that point can be mapped onto a sphere of unit radius [9]. In this
manner, the incident light on a surface point can be visualized on the unit sphere. The brightness and color of a point
(Ox, 0,,) on the sphere indicates the brightness and color of the incident light from that direction. We define this rep-

resentation of the light energy field on the unit sphere for a 3-D point (x, y, z) to be the global illumination environ-
mem [GIE] for that point. It is important to note that on opaque surfaces some of the incident light is blocked by the
object matter itself, limiting the illumination environment to the hemisphere above the tangent plane. If the surface is
transparent, the illumination environment will be the complete sphere, as light can be incident on the surface point
from below as well as above. We can visualize the illumination environment for opaque surfaces by orthogonally pro-
jecting it onto a plane as in Figure 7. To give some simple examples, several common illumination environments can
be visualized as in Figure 8, Figure 9, and Figure 10. A simple example of what such illumination environments
might look like is shown in the inset image beside each figure.

If we substitute the local surface coordinates (u, v) for the global coordinates (xy~z), and the local spherical coordi-
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FIgure 7. Orthogona mapping o the Figure &M (late S) fluminatlon environment
Illmination envronment onto a plane for Iset lmage: orthogonal mapping of a

"white light source directly overhead.

Fgu 9. (Plate 6)3Blu ambient light with a Fige 10. (Plate 7) Grey ambient light with
white circular source to the right and behind, red light reflected off another object.

nates (8,(p) for the global axis angles, we obtain the local inident light energyfield L(u, v, 0, p, k s), which also
can be visualized on a hemisphere above the tangent plane to the local surface point for opaque surfaces. This repre-
sentation we call the local illumination environment [LIE] for the surface point (u, v) . Note that the global and local
illumination functions are distinguished by their parameters.

The total radiance of a patch of the illumination environment hemisphere with polarization specification s at wave-
length X, specified by the angles (0, 4p) and subtending dO and d9p is given by L+(u, v, 0, (p, s, X)sin0d0dqpd.
[16]. The total irradiance at a point (u, v) is given by (1). The sine term is part of the solid angle specification, and
the cosine term reflects the foreshortening effect as seen by the surface point.

x

E = JJL+(u, v.0, (p, s, .)cos0sinOd9dcpd (1)

2.1.3. Reflectance and the Light Transfer Function

In order for a point on a surface to be visible to an imaging system, there must be some emission of light from that
point. As with the incident light energy field, we are interested in describing the light energy that is leaving a surface
point (x, y, z) in every direction (Oj, 9,) in polarization state s for every wavelength ). The light leaving a point is'
specified by the exitant light energyfield L'(x, y, z, 0x, 0f s, 1). This function has the same parameterization as the
incident light energy field, and describes an intensity for every direction and wavelength. As with the incident light
energy field, we can define a local coordinate version of the exitant light energy field L'(u, v, 9, )s, a).
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Flgure 11. Som Special Cases of the Light Transfer Function: Fluorescence, Polarization, Transmittance, and
Specular or Surface Reflection

The relationship between the incident and exitant light energy fields depends upon the macroscopic, microscopic, and
atomic characteristics of the given point the light strikes. It is the gross characteristics of this relationship that allow
us to identify and describe surfaces in a scene. Formally, the incident and exitant light energy fields are related by the
reflectance, or global light transferfwncdon 9t(x, y, z;0+, 0+, s+, X+ 0' , s', )6;t) which indicates the exitant
light energy field L'(x, y, z, 0 , 0 s, X) produced by oneunilof incident lighifrom direction (0+, 0+) , of polariza-
tion s÷, and wavelength X+ for a particular surface point (x, y, z) at time t. To allow us to drop 6e from the param-
eteization, we assume surfaces whose transfer functions do not change. An alternative form of the light transfer
function can be obtained by substituting the local coordinates (u, v, 0, 4p) for the global parameters (x, y, z, 0,, ey)
resulting in the local light transferfunction 9(u, v;;0', q9+, s+, %+ ;0", 4p-, s-, x-).

The relationship between the incident light energy, the exitant light energy, and the transfer function can be written
using local coordinates as the integral in (2). This integral says that the exitant light energy field is the sum of the self-
luminance of the point, L0 , and the product of the transfer function and the incident light energy field integrated over
the parameters of the incident light. The cosine term is due to foreshortening, and the sine term from the solid angle
specification. The result of this integral is a function of the exitant light variables.

L'(u, v;....-...) = /.(u, v;....- ... ) + 7, 1 j JL+(u, v . ...+.... )9(u, v; ... .... ;....-... )cosO+sinO+dO+d9ý+dX+ (2)

s, X+_X0

A structured analysis of the transfer function shows how it subsumes several common special cases, sketched in Fig-
ure 11. We give a brief description of the parameter constraints that correspond to these special cases: fluorescence,
polarization, transmittance, and surface or specular reflection. These descriptions demonstrate the framework pro-
vided by the general transfer function.

"For a non-fluorescing surface, if the incident light is of wavelength 10 then the exitant light energy field
will also have wavelength )0, and no other wavelengths will be present. If, on the other hand, the same
incident light strikes a fluorescent surface, there may be other wavelengths present in the exitant light
energy field. In terms of the parameters of the transfer function, fluorescence implies there exists some
pair of wavelengths (X+,X") where V * X+ for which 9t > 0.

" Polarizing transfer functions modify the polarization of the incoming light This effect can be seen in sun-
glasses, which often block the horizontal polarization mode. For non-polarizing surfaces, 9 = 0 whenever
s÷ * s'. For a polarizing transfer function, there exists some pair of stokes parameters (s+,s") where

s s+ for which 91 > 0.

"* Transmitting surfaces allow some light to pass through them. Conversely, an opaque surface limits both
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Figure 12. (Plate 8) llustration of the transfer Figure 13. (Plate 9) Illustration of the transfer
function for a slightly rough metal object, function for a slightly rough plastic object.

the incident and exitant light energy fields to a hemisphere above the tangent plane for that surface. Trans-
mittance occurs when either the exitant or incident light energy field bounds (0", qi') and (08, ept ) are
extended beyond the hemisphere above the tangent plane of the surface, implying that at least some of the
exitant or incident light energy is passing through the material In terms of the parameters, a surface is
transmitting if9t > 0 when 0- > 900 or 9 > 0 when 0+ > 900.

" Specular reflection, described in more detail in Section 3.2.4., occurs when the incident light is only
reflected about the local surface normal in the perfect specular direction. This restriction implies that the
transfer function is zero except when Tp = 9ý+ + x and 0- = 0+. It is important to note that surface
reflection is relative to the local surface normal, and it is possible to have an optically rough surface where
the local surface normals vary relative to the overall surface [3][38].

"* Finally, Lambertian surfaces-also called perfectly diffusing perfect reflectors--reflect incident light
equally in all directions. For a unit energy ray of light from direction (0, p) , the exitant light energy in all
directions is specified by the expression cos0.

To illustrate a transfer function, we show a sphere with that transfer function in the environment shown in Figure 12
and Figure 13. The sphere sits above a matte black and white checkered surface under a dark grey sky with a white
point light source shining on it from above and to the right of the viewer. Because all illumination is of uniform spec-
trum (i.e. grey), any color in the image is due to the transfer function. The checkerboard pattern is present to highlight
the specularity of the object. Figure 12 is an illustration of a highly specular material with no body reflection, and Fig-
ure 13 shows a matte colored material with a small amount of surface reflection.

2.2. General Hypotheses of Physical Appearance

We have defined a 3-D world model for individual points and their optical properties, but how does a whole surface
appear in a digitized computer image? To describe a surface and its appearance, we introduce a nomenclature for the
aggregation of appearance properties in the 3-D world and how these aggregations map to an image.

We have defined surfaces with an extent an embedding, Lnd we have defined a transfer function 9t over a surface. The
combination of a surface and a transfer function we define to be a surface patch. Because the transfer function can
vary arbitrarily, there are no constraints on the appearance of a general surface patch in an image. Frequently, how-
ever, the transfer function at nearby points on a surface displays some type of identifiable coherence. Coherence does
not imply uniformity, and covers a broad scopt. of possible aggregations such as uniformity, repetitive patterns, or
irregular textures. Some properties that commonly impart coherence include material type, color, roughness, and the
index of refraction. We can model the coherence of the object's appearance with a surface patch whose transfer func-
tion is similarly coherent.
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Appearance Patch Hypothesis Region
Figure 14. Mapping from an appearance patch to a hypothesis region.

A surface patch with a coherent transfer function, however, will not always display the coherence in an image. Differ-
ing illumination over the surface patch or occluding objects can mask or modify the appearance of the patch to an
imaging system. For the purposes of image analysis, we would like to specify not only coherence in the transfer func-
tion, but coherence in the exitant light energy field, which is what is viewed by the imaging device. To achieve coher-
ence in the exitant light energy field, we must add to the surface/transfer function pair a coherent illumination
environment over the surface patch. This combination we define as an appearance patch: a surface patch whose
points exhibit i, coherent transfer function and illumination environment, and whose exitant light energy field exhibits
a coherence related to that of the transfer function over the entire patch, and which is not occluded from the imaging
system.

Given an appearance patch, we can imagine that the exitant light energy field over the patch maps to a set of pixels in
the image. As sketched in Figure 14, the exitant light from a surface caught by the imaging device determines the
color and position of the set of pixels related to that surface. The physical explanation for a given exitant light energy
field from a given patch we define to be a hypothesis H = (S, E, 9t, L+). The four elements of a hypothesis are the
surface embedding S, the surface extent E, the transfer function 9t, and the incident light energy field L+. With these
functions, it is possible to completely determine the exitant light energy field (assuming no self-luminance). The basic
connection between a physical explanation and a group of image pixels is provided by a hypothesis region
HR = (P, H), defined as a set of pixels P that are the image of the hypothesis H. The combination of the hypothesis
elements represents an explanation for the color and brightness of every pixel in the image patch. For simplicity, we
assume the image is formed by a pinhole camera at the origin looking at the canonical view volume. To represent the
fact that a single region may have more than one possible explanation,' we define a hypothesis set
HS = (P, HI, ... , H,,) to be a set of pixels P with an associated list of hypotheses H,, ..., H., where each hypothe-
sis Hi provides a unique explanation for all of the pixels in P, and only the pixels in P.

Finally, given a set {HSJ} of hypothesis sets for pixel regions Pi, we define a segmentation of the pixel set
P = JPi to be a set of hypotheses, containing one hypothesis from each HSi, that explains the values of the pixels

in P. Of course, to be physically realizable, these hypotheses must be mutually consistent. The goal of low-level
vision, in terms of our vocabulary, is to produce one or more segmentations of the entire image.

To illustrate a hypothesis, we combine the representations developed previously into a 3-panel image displaying the
characteristics of S, L, and 91. Returning to the image of the cup in Figure 4, we can examine a single uniformly col-
ored region (shown at the far left of Figure 15) and visualize two hypotheses for it: a mirror reflecting some illumina-
tion environment, or a plastic object under white illumination. We can illustrate the metal hypothesis in Figure 15,
and the plastic hypothesis in Figure 16. Both hypotheses describe the same image region, and the combination of the
two forms a hypothesis set.

3. Fundamental Hypothesis Regions

The difficulty inherent in segmentation using physical descriptions lies in determining the correct mapping between
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the image pixels and the scene that created them. The problem is that for a single pixel in an image, there are an infi-
nite number of physical explanations for its color, and, in isolation, it is not possible to distinguish between those
explanations. A single red pixel can be a red object under white light, a white object under red light, a mirror reflect-
ing red light, a mirror reflecting a red object, or numerous other possibilities, and it is impossible to discriminate
between them given only the one pixel value. Fortunately, we are not analyzing pixels in isolation, but images, which
represent collections of appearance patches from the real world. These appearance patches possess coherence in their
transfer function and their illumination environment. The segmentation process is thus the act of identifying which
sets of pixels correspond to which appearance patches, identifying the possible physical explanations for those
patches, and then merging them with other appearance patches when their possible physical explanations are compat-
ible in some identifiable fashion.

Such a concept for segmentation is not new-for example, Klinker et aL [20] and Healey [14] both identified regions
of similarity of some physical properties. What is new in this presentation is the generality. These past works assumed
that the scene obeyed certain properties and looked only for a single, narrowly defined kind of coherence. In our new
approach, the general illumination and transfer functions allow us to represent, reason about, and discover many dif-
ferent kinds of coherence in a single image. This capability is necessary for the analysis of natural or common man-
made scenes such as Figure 1.

3.1. Pixel Classification

The first step in segmentation is to identify pixel regions that display coherence in some feature space. In a color
image, the most obvious characteristic linking together groups of pixels is their color. The simplest such groupings
are aggregates of pixels with identical color. A reasonable starting assumption might be that a set of connected pixels
with the smen color correspond to a single appearance patch within a scene. We believe, however, that using regions
of uniform color owulool much of the information contained in the image.
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3.1.1. Uniform Chromaticity Regions

An approach of slightly greater complexity is to group together pixels displaying the same basic color ratios, or chro-
maticity, but with varying brightness. Mathematically, chromaticity is defined by "normalized color" coordinates, as
defined in (3) [19]. Chromaticity can also be thought of as the hue and saturation of a color without the intensity
information.

r g b(r,,b) = (r+g+b' r+g+b'r+g+b) (3)

We define a wiijbnn chromaticty region [UCR] tobe a connected set of pixels that possess uniform chromaticity and
possibly varying brightness. A UCR corresponds to a linear cluster, as defined by Klinker et a/.[21]. As such, a more
general definition of a UCR is a connected set of pixels whose covariance matrix in color space has a single non-zero
eigenvalue, whose eigenvector is related to the chromaticity of the region. Because it allows for varying brightness
within a region, a UCR is able to capture more of the relevant coherence between neighboring pixels than simple uni-
form regions.

Klinker et.aL [20] note that a UCR, or linear cluster, can represent two distinct objects if both are dark or poorly illu-
minated. In this segmentation method, however, we initially assume that a UCR represents a single surface patch
under a single illumination environment. This requires a form of coherence from the physical elements generating the
UCR. Clearly, it is possible to construct an image with UCRs that do not have such coherence in the physical world,
and we realize that our current approach will not correctly handle such situations.

The benefit derived by using UCRs is that they are groupings of pixels that we can reasonably assume to correspond
to a single-appearance patch in the physical world, setting constraints on the associated hypotheses. These constraints
are that over the patch the transfer functions are coherent and the illumination environments are similar. Because it is
a single appearance patch, it is, by definition, a single surface. Figure 17 shows an idealization of the cup image
divided into UCRs.

By identifying UCRs in the image, we have taken the first step in the segmentation process by linking pixels with
appearance patches in the scene. The next step is to begin to identify the relevant physical explanations, or hypothe-
ses, for the appearance patches corresponding to the identified UCRs.

3.2. Generating Hypotheses

If a UCR does correspond to a single appearance patch in the scene, what are the possible hypotheses for that appear-
ance patch given the constraints identified previously? Clearly, the relationship between appearance patches and
hypotheses is not one-to-one. As demonstrated by Figure 2, it is possible for identical image regions to have differing
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hypotheses specifying their physical description. hberefore, given a UCR and its related appearance patch, we must
consider multiple physical descriptions.

The first question we examine is how many physical descriptions must be considered? We begin to answer this ques-
tions by noting that a UCR has two characteristics that make it interesting: it is not necessarily white, and it is not nec-
essarily uniform intensity Any hypothesis that explains a UCR has to explain what element or elements are causing
the color and the brightness variation?

The possible sources of color for an appearance patch are the illumination, the transfer function, or both. Intuitively,
the simplest hypotheses attribute the color to a single element of the hypothesis. As an example, consider a UCR of
uniform pixel values. A simple hypothesis is one that specifies the surface as red plastic under diffuse white illumina-
tion. Such a hypothesis is intuitively plausible, and simple to express. A more complex hypothesis, attributing the
color to two elements, is one where both the illumination and the color of the object vary over the surface, but in such
a way that their combination produces the same color and intensity at each point. This hypothesis is much more diffi-
cult to express, and is not automatically accepted by our intuition as a plausible explanation.

The varying intensity of a UCR could be due to uneven illumination, uneven coloring, or curvature of the surface.
Any or all of these possibilities could occur on a single patch. Again, intuitively some of these explanations are sim-
pler than others. Attributing all brightness variation to the shape, for example, is the underlying assumption for many
shape from shading algorithms.

From these observations, we can begin to answer the question "how many hypotheses must w%. L. 3ider" by looking
at the simplest ones first. Using simplicity, or plausibility to select between alternative hypotheses nas been suggested
by Tympanum et a., and has been used as the basis for several vision systems [23][11][221[27][26]. This requires us
to distinguish between simple and complex hypotheses. Furthermore, we need to look for simplicity not only within
the hypotheses, but in the representations of the elements themselves. But what constitute simple forms of the
hypothesis elements, and must every possibility by entertained? Furthermore, does simplicity always imply a hypoth-
esis is more likely, or more plausible? lb answer these questions, we must delve into the meaning of what constitute
classes of the hypothesis elements S, 1, and 9t, and what we mean by the terms "plausibility," "complexity," or
"weirdness" with respect to a hypothesis an its elements.

3.2I1. Plausblbty

In an ideal world, we would be able to quantify complexity, or "weirdness" and use it as the basis for generating and
rank-ordering the possible hypotheses for a given region. The weirdness of a hypothesis might be represented by
three axes indicating the complexity of the shape, transfer function, and illumination environment. Less weird expla-
nations would be those closer to the origin of the three axes. The further from the origin, the weirder the hypothesis
elements would become. By generating hypotheses close to the origin, or with only one weird element, we could
begin with a small set of simple hypotheses and generate weirder ones only if necessary. Weirdness is a difficult con-
cept to measure, however, and the axes of our weirdness scale are almost certainly non-linear and not independent.

The minimum description length DMDL] principle, however, is a mathematical formalism for "weirdness." The MDL
principle says that, given a parameterization for describing a model, the best model that describes a set of data is the
one that can be encoded in fewest number of binary digits, or shortest length. In computer vision, the MDL principle
has been used successfully by Leclerc [23], Darrell etat. [11i, Krumm [22] and Leonardis [261. If we postulate a lan-
guage for S. & L, and 9t, then a hypothesis region and its fields and subfields are a model described in that language.
Our task in segmentation is to find a set of such models that describe an entire image, or data set. Based upon the
MDL principle, we propose that the most desirable sets of hypotheses that describe a particular scene are the least
complex ones, or the ones that can be described most succinctly.

It is important to note that the description length has two components: the complexity of the description, and how
well that description fits the data. The combination of the two components is used to select the best model. When we
are dealing with a set of hypotheses for an image region, they ought to fit the data about equally well, so that term of



the description length should be approximately constant. Therefore, rank-ordering the hypotheses for a region using
some measure of complexity, should be sufficient to satisfy the MDL criteria.

Because there are an infinite number of hypotheses for any UCR, care must be taken in the initial selection of the
hypothesis set for each UCR. One important consideration of the MDL principle is that the optimal model, or model
set must be among those tested for shortest length. Following our methodology, we want to identify subspaces of our
general pIameterization which will are both simple and likely to occur in general images. There are at least three
approaches that could be taken to generate this model set:

"* Generate a large number of possible hypotheses and test

• Generate incrementally according to some search criterion

"* Generate a small, but comprehensive set, using broad classes of the hypothesis elements; expand this set
incrementally if all of its constituents are ruled out as possibilities

As indicated by pevious discussion, the first approach seems pointless and intractable. Breton et aL were able to use
the approach by creating a discrete mesh of possible light source directions for a "virtual" point source, but since our
model has many more parameters in both the illumination environment and the transfer function, such coverage by a
discrete mesh is intractable. The second approach has merit, but it is unclear what type of search criterion is needed
for this task. Instead, we propose the use of broad classes to initially assign hypotheses to a UCR, with the under-
standing that the particular details of a hypothesis-i.e., the actual shape, the specific colors, surface roughness, and
other characteristics-will be determined at a later point in the segmentation process. It is also important to note that
this set can be incrementally expanded if all of its initial constituents are considered unlikely. The broad classes,
which we derive from the general model for scene description, are simple, yet comprehensive enough to cover a wide
range of possible environments and objects.

3.2.2L Taxonomy of Surfaces

Surfaces can be described at many levels of complexity. A cube, for example, can be modeled as a set of planar
patches, a polyhedron, or a superquadric. As noted previously, when modeling objects in the real world, surfaces can
take on any amount of complexity, depending upon the needs of the modeler. When reasoning about hypotheses, what
we are most interested in is how the surfaces of adjacent hypothesis regions are related. When they show similar qual-
ities, it is reasonable to consider merging the two regions.

To simplify this reasoning process, we initially consider only two classes of surfaces: curved and planar. These two
classes provide a simple distinction that can be used to reason about merging hypotheses. A finer distinction would
require a specific method for modeling curved surfaces, which we leave for future exploration. When a surface repre-
sentation method is determined for the actual segmentation system, reasoning about merging two curved surfaces
could be done based on that representation-e.g. matching two spheres, superquadrics, generalized cylinders, or poly-
nomial surfnces.

3.LI.3. Taxonomy of Illumination

There are several simplified special forms of the incident light energy field function that represent useful models of
illumination. Recall that the general form of the global incident light function is given by L+(x, y, z, ox, 0,,e X, , 0t).
Figure 18 shows the relationships of the subspaces we identify for this function. The largest subspace we consider is
that of time-invariant illumination, where we consider time to be a constant and drop it from our parameterization.
The second subspace we highlight is unpolarized time-invariant illumination L+(x, y, z, Ox, 0,., 1). For most images
of interest, all of the illumination in a scene will fall into this category. Scenes with illumination outside this subspace
are rare, and would be those illuminated by a polarized light source such as a laser, or by a time-varying source (over
the course of the image capture process). Within the unpolarized, time-invariant subspace are those illumination func-
tions in which the color of the light is independent of the direction of incidence. The hue and saturation of such illu-
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mination functions awe the same in all directions and only the brightness varies over the illumination hemisphere.
These illumination functions are separable into the form L÷(xy,z, Oe )C(xyz, .), wheie L(x,y,z,Oee)
denotes the incoming intensity in a given direction at (zyz), and C(x, y, z, X.) the color of the illumination. Within die
subspace of separable functions is the unglorm illumination subspace which can be written for the point (x,y,z) as
L+(Ox 0 ,) where L+(O, O) = { 1, 01. Uniform illumination thus implies that all illumination in the environ-
mentlha. the same color. Some important special cases of uniform lighting include:

"* Point light source at (0° Oy) L+(O 0(O)x= (10= 0,) and ( -Y ) =oews

.e (0 otherwise

"* Finite disk sourceof apex anglea L ' = (1 anglebetween (%x, O) and (0,O, yO,) < t

centered at ( eX0,O)- , 0 otherwise

"Perfectly diffuse "ambient" L+(o . 0) 1 for all 0 and O . Thus, L÷ is trivial and the
illumination illumunation is fully characterized by CQ;.) at (x, y, z).

These three simple cases play an important role in modeling illumination. Indeed, as shown by the computer graphics
community, a large number of illumination environments can be modeled using one or more point, finite disk, or
ambient light sources [121. For the purpose of reasoning about hypotheses, we use three subspaces-in order of
increasing complexity-diffuse, uniform, and general illumination to describe the forms of the illumination environ-
ment. A diffuse illumination environment, uniform color and brightness over the hemisphere, is shown in Figure 19,
along with its effect on a white sphere. Figure 20 illustrates a uniform illumination environment, as specified in Fig-
ure 18, and its effect also on a white sphere. Finally, a general illumination environment is illustrated in Figure 21,
along with its effect on a metal sphere.
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3.2.4. Taxonomy of the Trmnfer Function

Numerous common cases of the transfer function arise when we consider the subset of non-polarizing, opaque, and
non-fluorescing surfaces. At present, we consider only surfaces that fall into this class. For non-polarizing material,
the polarization parameters are separable and, since we are only considering unpolrized incident light, can be
removed from the overall function. For non-fluorescent materials, T = 0 if X+ * X", allowing the wavelength param-
eters to be combined into a single parameter . For opaque materias, the directions of incident and exitant light
energy we limited to the hemisphere above the tangent plane for the surface point (u, v). With these restrictions, the
transfer function becomes 9t(u, v, 0+,,0+, 0-, V-, I), where 0<0< 900.

This reduced transfer function still includes surfaces with arbitrary changes in the transfer function over (u, v). Such
surface patches can have differing color and texture within their extent. Therefore, we further identify two nested sub-
sets: transfer functions that ae piecewise-uniform, and those that are completely uniform over the extent of the
(a, v) parmeters. The subset of uniform transfer functions, shown in Figure 22, can be specified by the reduced
function 9 (O , 0+, q', 9", X), as it is constant over all relevant values of u and v. This form of the transfer function is
recognizabe as the well-known spectral bi-directional teiectance distribution function [spectral BRDFJ for a uni-
form surface [301.

Within this set are further interesting subspaces of the transfer function. Transfer functions with surface reflection or
body reflection are two important overlapping subspaces. Their relationship within the BRDF and the interaction of
the union of these subspaces is shown in Figure 22. Surface reflection, as noted previously takes place at the interface
between an object and the surrounding air The direction of the exitant light energy is governed by the surface normal
at the point of reflection; it is reflected through the local surface normal in the "perfect specular direction." The
mount of light reflected is determined by Fresnel's laws, whose parameters include the angles of incidence and emit-
tance, the index of refraction of the material, and the polarization of the incoming light. For white metals and most
man-made dielectrics the surface reflection can be considered constant over the visible spectrum [17][18]. Materials
whose surface reflection is approximately constant over the visible spectrum form a useful subset and are said to have
neutral Imefrtce rejlecton (NIR) [25]. The surface reflection from an NIR material is assumed to be the same color
as the illumination. Common materials for which the surface reflection is more dependent upon wavelength include
"red metals" such as gold, copper, and bronze, all of which modify the color of the reflected surface illumination [14].

Many materials displaying surface reflection are optically "rough." They possess microscopic surfaces with local sur-
face normals that differ from the macroscopic shape, as shown in Figure 23. A subset of these rough surfaces are
those with roughness characteristics-such as microscopic slopes or heights-that have a Gaussian distribution. Sev-
eral reflection models, such as Tortrace-Sparrow and Beckmann-Spizzochino, have been developed for rough sur-
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f:es> using a Gaussian distribution assumption for some surface characteristic [3][10][13][25][29][34J[38]. The:-
mod.ls fit into our taxonomy of transfer functions as shown in Figure 22.

A more complex form of reflection, body reflection, takes place when light penetrates a surface and interacts with
color•int particles as shown in Figure 24. During this interaction, some of the wavelengths may be rbsorbed, coloring
the reflection. The remaining wavelengths are re-emitted in random directions, striking other colorant particles, and
some ultimately exiting the surface as body reflection. Surfaces whose colorant particles re-emit equally all wave-
lengths of visible fight form the "white" subset of transfer functions with body reflection. Because of the stochastic
nature of this reflection, a common assumption is that the body reflection is independent of viewing direction. The
subset of transfer functions that display this independence in their body reflection are called Larnbertian surfaces.
These subset relationships are shown in Figure 22. The body reflection of the Lambertian subset is said to obey Lam-
bert's Law, which states that the reflection is dependent upon the incoming light's intensity and cosine of the angle of
incidence [16]. Improved models of body reflection are being researched [15J[311[391.

Many interesting and useful transfer functions exhibit both body and surface reflection. Common mnaterials simultz-
neously displaying these types of reflection include plastic, paint, glass, ink, paper, cloth, and ceramic, most of which
can be modeled with the NIR assumptkn [30][37]. Transfer functions within this overlapping region have been
approximated by the dichromatic reflection model [331.

Metals also fall into the spectral BRDF category, although they only display surface reflection and have been mod-
eled by the unichromatic reflection model [14). Most models for rough specular surfaces apply directly to metals.

For the purposes of our proposed segmentation method, we initially consider objects whose transfer functions fail
within the union of body reflection and surface reflection. Objects with these properties naturally divide into two cat-
egories: metals and dielectrics. Metals, as noted previously display only surface reflection; dielectrics always have
some body reflection, and often display surface reflection as well, although not as strongly as metwls. Illustrations of
these two classes of the transfer function can be seen in Figure 12 and Figure 13.

3.3. Hypothesis Classification

Based on the above taxonomies of S, L+, and 9t, we now identify a simple, yet comprehensive set of hypotheses fc1ý
explaining the color and brightness variation of a UCR. To accomplish this task. we first form a set of hypothesis
classes based upon the forms previously devcloped for the individual hypothesis elements. The broad classes for each
element are:

- Surfaces = planar, curved

Illumination Environment = diffuse, uniform, general function

. Transfer Function = metal, dielectric
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The possible combinations of these broad classes create a set of twelve simple hypothesis forms for an appearance
patch corresponding to a UCR.

3.3.1. Fundamental Hypotheses

To account for the distribution of color between the elements of a given form, we identify a set of hypotheses that is
simple, and yet provides a significant amount of explanatory power. This set, which we call the set offindamental
hypotheses, consists of those hypotheses in which the color of the region is due to only one of the possible color pro-
ducing elements: the body reflection, the surface reflection, or the illumination environment Figure 25 and Figure 26
illustrate two of the fundamental hypotheses for a region of the cup. In Figure 25, we see that the curved plastic is col-
ortd and the illumination i3 white. Figure 26 shows the illumination as the color source with white plastic. Both are
equally possible explanations for the UCR.

Combining the broad classes for hypothesis elements with the requirement that the color of a pix•el is due to either the
transfer function or the illumination environment, but not both, creates a finite set of hypotheses that must be consid-
eied for an UCR. Given two material types, two shape classes, three illumination environments, and three possible
color sources, we arrive at 36 possible hypotheses. As the body reflection cannot be the color source if there is no
body reflection (metals), there are at most 30 fundamental hypotheses that explain the same UCR for non-polarized.
opaque, non-fluorescent surfaces. Note this is true for all UCRs, no matter the shape, color, or brightness distribution.

Closer analysis of these 30 fundamental hypotheses shows that the six hypotheses corresponding, to dielectrics whose
color source is the surface reflection are highly unlikely, and probably do not conform to the si#,3le color source rule.
These six hypotheses are unlikely because of the commonly used Neutral Interface Reflectioai assumption,: which
states that the spectrum of surface reflection of a dielectric is approximately uniform, or neutral in terms of its effect
on the color of the reflection [251. This assumption is based upon the observation that one of the manufacturing crte-
ria for the medium of many common dielectrics is that it have a neutral, or uniform spectrum. This criterion en'sures
that the coloring will be imparted entirely by the pigment materials added during the manufactuwing process. As most
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Figure 27. A Taxonomy of fundamental hypotheses.

of the dielectric surfaces we are concerned with are manufactured materials-paint, plastic, glass, ink, paper, cloth,
ceramic--using the NIR assumption to prune the list of fundamental hypotheses does not significantly alter the

xýxplanatory power of this method. Furthermore, if the surface reflection does not admit all wavelengths evenly to the
colorant particles that constitute the body reflection, then the body reflection will be colored as well, violating our sin-
gle color source constraint. Pruning these six hypotheses results in 24 fundamental hypotheses of image formation.

3.3.2. Taxonomy of Fundamental Hypotheses

We can arrange these 24 hypotheses in a tree structui. according to the material type, color source, illumination envi-
ronment, ar;6 shape as shown in Figure 27. The first branching indicates the material, or general transfer function of
the hypothesis and divides the 24 hypotheses into two subsets. The second branching indicates the color source of the
hypothesis. As the body reflection cannot be a color source for a metal, and the surface reflectIon cannot be a color
source for a dielectric, four subsets result from this brarching. The third branching specifies the illumination environ-
ment of the hypothesis. With three possible illuminatio. environments for each category of material and color scurce,
this divides the 24 hypotheses into twelve subsets. Each ce these subsets has two leaves, not shown in the tree, one
representing a hypothesis with a curved surface, and one with a planar surface.

The resulting tree with its 24 leaves represents a taxonomy of fundamental, or the simplest hypotheses, classifying
the different physical explanations for an image region. The true importance of this taxonomy is that it represents a
finite set of simple, yet relatively comprehensive hypotheses for describing an appearance patch corresponding to a
UCR. Therefore, we can postulate a hypothesis set, with a reasonably small number of hypothe';es, for each UCR we
identify in an image. This provides an initial segmentation and sets the stage for us to begivi reasoning about and
merging hypothesis regions.
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4 Araysis and Merging of Hypotheses

L• this sectioa we further analyze the fundamental hypotheses and develop a set of tools for cc uparing and merging
rhem. To illustrate these tools we simultaneously work through a simple example image of a la l.bertian sphere with a
•tripa in the middle, shown in Figure 28. The goal of this section is to develop the outline of a segmentation algorithm
usirg rectsoning about the physics underlying fundamental hypothesis regions.

4.1. Analysis of the Fundamental Hypotheses

ihe taxonomy shown in Figtue 27 might be taken to suggest that all of the fundamental hypoth. ses are of equal value
in explaining a scene. We do not believe this is the case for most images. As a deeper analysis shows, several of the
fondamental hypotheses have little relative value in explai.ing image regions. This same an ysis also shows that
some mechanism will have to be proposed for the orderly development of more complex hypothieses to explain some
c•n•mnon physical phenomena.

We begin with a structed analysis of each .ubtree of the taxonomy, considering in turn each of the four possible
combinations of material and color source and tCi six associated hypotheses. The goal of this examination is to divide
the 24 hypotheses into two groups, or tiers, corresponding to common and rare physical situaticns. Common hypoth-
eses we specify as belonging to tier one, and rare hypotheses we place in tier two.

We begin with the tree corresponding to colored dielectrics under white illumination. Thes six hypotheses are
grouped into three pairs according to the illumination environment. Clearly, curved and planar dielectrics under uni-
form lighting form a large subset of objects in a typical scene. Scenes that can be modeled by these two hypotheses
include paper, plastic, and painted objects under one or more light sources of approximately 'quivalent brightness.
Sunlight can also be frequently approximated by a uniform source when considering dielectrics because its effect on
dielectric surfaces usually overwhelms any illumination from other directions. Likewise, curved and planar dielec-
trics under diiiuse lighting are often used as a model for surfaces in shadow, where no light soul ce is directly incident
on the surface [10].

Curiied and planar dielectrics under general function white lighting are an interesting pair of Lypotheses. In the real
world, they are probably the most common hypotheses, as uniform and diffuse lighting are oily approximatio:ns of
the real world. In the case of dielectrics, however, uniform and diffuse lighting models are [r obably sufficient for
most suffaces. The major reason is that dielectrics, unlike metals, have a strong body reflection component, they
reflect some of the light from each incident direction in each exitant direction. In the extreme case, a perfectly Lam-
bertian surface reflects the incident light from a single direction equally in all directions. Practically, this means that
the exitant light energy field due to a strong incident light source from a single direction can overshadow the addi-
tional exitant light due to the incident light from all other directions. In scenes where there are one or most light
sources incident on an object, therefore, we propose that most lighting conditions can be modeled as a set of uniform
brightness white sources, which falls under the uniform illumination category. This analysis is strengthened by the
fact that the 'general function' illumination in this case must still be uniform spectrum-black, vhite, or grey--at each
point on the hemisphere because the color source is the body reflection. This makes the uniform illumination category
an even better approximation to the general function category because only the geometry is approximated, rather than
the spectral characteristics of the illumination. Because of this analysis, we propose that the branch of the taxon3my
with colored dielectrics under white illumination has four common hypotheses which belong in tier one--those with
diffuse and uniform illumination environments--and two rare hypotheses which belong in tier two--those with the
general function illumination environment.

The next branch corresponds to white dielectrics under colored illumination. In common scenes we suggest that itu-
ations corresponding to these hypotheses are rare. The most common occurrence of these is pibably interreflec!ion
between a colored object and a white dielectric object such as a white wall. In these cases, the white object is lit by
both a direct light source and some type of colored reflection from a nearby object. The illumination environment cor-
responding to this case can only be represented by a general function illumination environment, as both the direct
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Figure 28. (Plate 18) Three-color lambertian sphere.

illumination and the interreflection are significant. The hypotheses corresponding to colored diffuse reflection are less
common, generally occurring when the white object is in shadow from direct sources but still experiences reflection
from a nearby colored object. Colored uniform sources-blue light bulbs, for example:-are no: common in human
environments. Given this analysis,' we propose that the curved and planar hypotheses with general function illumina-
tion be placed in tier one, and the other four hypotheses in tier two.

White metals under colored illumination form the next branch of the taxonomy. Unlike dielectrics, incident light from
almost all directions is significant in the appearance of a metal appearance patch. This can be seen in Figure 1, where
inter-reflected light that is dim relative to the global fight source still has an effect on the appearance of the metal
objects. For this reason, the hypotheses with general function illumination are the most common. It is rare for a metal
surface to be lit only by colored uniform illumination, or to have the same color and intensity light incident from all
directions as under diffuse illumination. Furthermore, unlike dielectrics, diffuse illumination environments are not
good approximations because the exitant light energy field in a given direction is dependent on only one direction of
the incident light energy field. Therefore, the two hypotheses with general function illumination belong to the first
tier, and the other four hypotheses-diffuse and uniform illumination-belong to the second tier.

The final branch of hypotheses is the colored metals under white illumination. As with grey nmitals, the hypotheses
with general function illumination are the most common models for colored metal objects. Unfortunately, because of
the single color source constraint, this general function illumination cannot also be colored, severely restricting the
set of objects these hypotheses can model. In fact, we propose that uniform illumination is sufficient to model any
surfaces that would correspond to colored metal under white illumination. Diffuse illumination, as with grey me~als,
we believe is rare. From this analysis, the two hypotheses with uniform illumination belong in tier one; the other four
belong in tier two.

It is the analysis of colored metals that most clearly demonstrates the need for a method to incorporate more complex
hypotheses into the reasoning process. Our definition of "fundamental hypotheses" stipulating a single color source
for a UCR will not be adequate to explain many images of colored metals, because their appearance will also depend
on colored interreflection from nearby objects. The other area where more complex hypotheses are needed is for
interreflection between colored objects, especially dielectrics. In the example we work through herein, these prob-
lems do not arise. However, we will ultimately need a mechanism for infusing more complex hypotheses--for exam-
ple, red metals under colored illumination-in order to achieve the generality we desire in this segmentation method.

The overall result of this analysis is that there are ten common fundamental hypotheses in tier one, and fourteen less
common or rare fundamental hypotheses in tier two. Figure 30 through Figure 39 illustrate the ten fundamental
hypotheses in tier one.

In our example segmentation, we consider only the fundamental hypotheses in tier one. As shown in Figure 29, the
two-color sphere divides into three UCRs: top, middle, and bottom. To each region we can ittach the list of ten
hypotheses frcm tier one, forming three hypothesis sets of ten hypotheses each..
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4.2. Merging Hypothesis Regions

Each of the UCRs in our example image has a hypothesis sets with 10 fundamental hypotheses explaining its physics
of formation. We seek to agglomerate small regions into big ones in order to search for coherence between regions.
Our basic method is to take two adjacent hypothesis sets HS1 = (P1,H 11,H 1 22 .... ), and
HS2 = (P 2, H21, H22 .... ), and form a new hypothesis set HS3 = (P2 u P2 , H31, ... ), in which the hypotheses H3i
are created by merging compatible hypotheses Hij and H2k.

A bulldozer approach would consider all possible combinations of the fundamental hypotheses, resulting in 103
aggregate hypotheses. But are there really 1000 plausible explanations for this combination of three regions? Such a
merging method is not only unreasonable, but also too expensive to use even on simple images because of the expo-
nential explosion of the number of hypotheses. The interaction between hypothesis regions and the nature of the
physical explanations must provide a guide or constraint to limit this explosion.

Fortunately, the goal of the segmentation process provides a partial solution. The mergers in which we are interested
during segmentation involve coherence in the general variables: material type, shape, color source, and illumination
environment. When two hypotheses match in several or all of these four variables, but differ in color or other subfea-
ture, it makes sense to combine them into a single region. It does not make sense to combine two hypotheses that pro-
pose different materials at this stage of the image analysis. Nor does it make sense to combine a hypothesis proposing
the surface reflection as the color source with a neighboring hypothesis that proposes the body reflection as the color
source. While such a merger may make sense on a more abstract scale--consider a watch with a painted face and
metal watchband-it does not make sense in a low-level segmentation. Likewise, at this level of segmentation we pro-
pose that two hypotheses of differing shape should not be merged.

On the other hand, it is possible that two hypotheses with differing illumination environments should be combined. A
common example of this is an object partly in shadow. One hypothesis for the surface not in shadow could have uni-
form illumination, while one hypothesis for the region in shadow may be diffuse illumination. Combining these two
hypotheses is desirable if the surface shapes and material match. The resulting hypothesis would have a general func-
tion illumination environment, albeit with recognizable structure.

The constraints requiring that mergeable hypothesis pairs must have the same material type and color source sharply
curtail the number of resulting explanations. The chart in Figure 40 shows all possible combinations of the fundamen-
tal hypotheses of two regions for the ten hypotheses in tier one. As it shows, twelve hypotheses result from merging
the two hypothesis sets containing 4he ten hypotheses from tier one. The explicit rules we use to obtain these twelve
hypotheses are:

"* Hypotheses of differing materials should not be merged.

"* Hypotheses of differing color sources should not be merged.

"* Hypotheses of differing shape should not be merged.
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F`Igure 30. (Mate 20) Hypothesis 1: planar-4d11hus FIgure 31. (Plate 21) Hypothesis 2: curved-diths

ilL-colored dielectri, ilL--colored dielectric.

FIgure 32. (Plate 22) Hypotei 3: panar- Figure 33. (Plate 23) Hypohem 4: curved-
uniform Ir.--colored dielectric, uniform ile.-colored dielectric.

Figure 34. (Plate 24) Hypothesis 5: planar-general Figure 3S. (Plate 25) Hypothei 6: curved-general
Ill.-lpry metaL ilL-grey metal.

Figure 36. Mae 26) Bypodbaes 7: pnar- FIgure 37. (Plate 27) Hypothesis 8: curved-
Umln I--celored metal. uniform mL-colored metal.

FIgure 38. (Plate 28) Hypothesi 9: planar-general Figure 39. (Plate 29) Hypothesis 10: curved-
*L-pe or white dielectric general m.-grey or white dielectric.
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Fqur 40. Possible mergers of the ten 'best' fundamental hypotheses for two regions of differing color. The

grey squares Indicate the desirable mergers

* "Colored metal" hypotheses of differing chromaticity and similar illumination should not be merged.

0 If the hypotheses differ in their chromaticity and the illumination is the color source, then hypotheses with
diffuse illumination environments should not be merged.

The reasoning behind the first three rules should be clear, we do not want to propose abstract relationships between
image regions at this low-level stage of segmentation. The fourth rule results from the fact that the surface reflection,
or material properties of the surface, determine the color of "red metal" hypotheses. Therefore, if two of these
hypothesis regions dier in color but have the same illumination environment, they must be different materials. As
they are different materials, they should not be merged.

The last rule is due to the physics of illumination. Diffuse illumination specifies that the color and intensity of the illu-
mination are constant over the illumination hemisphere. Now consider two adjacent appearance patches with the illu-
mination as the color source. If the illumination is diffuse, and the adjacent patches are at less than a 1800 angle, there
will be overlap between the illumination environments of the two patches. If the two patches are differing colors, this
situation is impossible unless the illumination is such that each point on the illumination hemisphere appears one
color from one appearance patch and a different color from the adjacent appearance patch. Such an illumination envi-
ronment is unlikely at best and is reasonably discarded.

Returning to our example, merging the top and middle regions, and the middle and bottom regions, we obtain twelve
possible hypotheses for the merger of each pair. As the hypotheses for the middle region can be matched for each pair,
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there are, in fact, twenty resulting hypotheses for the entire sphere. These twenty hypotheses are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Final set of hypotheses for the example Image

Hypothesis Top Region Middle Region Bottom Region

1 Tier I DieJKS=BR/UniCurved DicYCS=BR/Uni.aurved DielCS=BR/Uni.Curved

2 Tier 2 DielICS-BR/Dif.Curved Diel/CS=BRIMDf.Curved Diel/CS=BR/DifJCurved

3 DielICS-BR/Uni/Planar Diei/CS=BR/UPaw DieVCIS=BRiUni/PlaIw

4 DieYCS-BR/DifJPlanar DieClKS=BR/DifJPlanar Diel/CS=BR/DifJPlanar

5 MetaICS=IJgfKCurved MeItaI/S-IlgfiCurved Meta1VCS=nlJgf/Curved

6 MetaIICS=ligfiPlanar MeACS=IlJgfgPlr MetaWCS=H.Jgf/Planar

71Ticr 3 DieIKS-UJgf~urved DieIKS-IIJgfK~urved DieI/CS=IUJgf7Curved

8 DielYCS=I.JgfPlanar Die]VCS=IL/gflPlanar DielCS=-lUgf/Planar

91er 4 DieCI-S=BR/Uni.Curved DieIICS=BR/UniJCurved Dielr-S=BR/Diff/Curved

10 Diel/CS=BR/UniJCurved DieVCUS=BR/ifACurved Die/CS=BR/UniJCurved

11 Diel/CS=BRiUn.Knurved Diel/CUBR/Dif./urved DieI/CS=BR/Dif.Curved

12 DielCS-BRiDif.Cjrved Diel/CS=BR/Uni.~urved DieiICS=BR/UnJCurved

13 Die/CS=BR/DifJCurved DielKS=BRAJni.Curved Diel/SffBR/Di/Y/Curved

14 DieiCS=BR/DifJCurved DielCS=BR/Dif./urved Diel/CS=BR/UniJCurved

15 DicelCSfBR/UnilPlanar DielCS=BR/UniJPIanar DielCS=BR/Diff/Planar

16 DielCSfiBR/UniJPlanar DieCI-S=BR/DifJPlanar Diel/CSBR/UniJPlanar

17 DieICS=BR/UniJPlanar DielCSBR/Dif.Planar Diel/CS=BR/DifJPlanar

18 Die/CS=BR/Difilanar Diel/CS=fBR/UniJPlanar DieICS=BR/Uni.Planar

19 Diel/CS=BR/DifJPlanar DielYCS=BR/UniJPlanar DielCSffBR/Diff/Planar

20 DielICS=BR/DifJPlanar Diel/CS=BR/DifiPlanar Die/CS=BR/UniJPlanar

4.3. Ranking Hypotheses

At this point in the segmentation, we use our postulate that the simplest explanation is the best explanation for a
hypothesis set. As noted previously, because each broad hypothesis can provide a good approximation to the data, to
implement the MDL principle we rank order the hypotheses into classes, or tiers, according to their relative simplicity
in explaining the combined image regions. It is important to realize this stge of the segmentation process is depen-
dent upon the specific region being described. For example, a region of uniform pixel values, can easily be described
by a region of homogeneous color under a diffuse illumination environment. Regions such as those in our example,
however, require a surface of non-homogeneous color if the illumination environment is diffuse. By using vision
tools such as isobrightness contours, color histograms [211, and normalized color [14], as well as reasoning about the
possible realizations given specific regions and hypotheses, we believe it is possible to rank-order the resulting
merged hypotheses.

We finish our example by rank-ordering the final twenty hypotheses for the example image. We realize that we are
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using some human reasoning in this process, but it is the first step towards developing a more rigorous, computable

Clearly, the simplest explanation for this scene is hypothesis 1, proposing that each region is a colored dielectric
under uniform illumination. This hypothesis, the first hypothesis in Table 1, belongs by itself in the first tier. We pro-
pose this hypothesis as the simplest explanation because a realization exists where each element of the hypotheses for
three sub-regions is both homogeneous and simple. Because of the homogeneity and simplicity, we can specify the
scene with a small number of parameters and recreate it exactly. These parameters include the body reflection color of
each region of the sphere, the radius of the sphere, the position of the sphere, the position of the light source, the color
of the light source, and the parameters of the roughness model-e.g. Cook-Torrance. For no other hypothesis in Table
I is them as compnct a realization.

"tier two contains hypotheses 9 and 16, corresponding to a colored planar dielectric under white uniform or diffuse
illumination, hypothesis 8, corresponding to a painted ball under diffuse illumination, and hypotheses 17 and 18 spec-
ifying that the image is planar or curved white metal reflecting colored light. The first two hypotheses propose that we
are looking at an image of a picture. The grey metal hypotheses propose that we are looking at the reflection of an
object in a mirror. We place these hypotheses in tier two because each of them puts all of the complexity for the image
into a single element of the description, and the other elements of the hypotheses are simple and homogeneous over
all three regions. Furthermore, each of these hypotheses for the image are realizable without the use of strange light
sources or careful setup.

In tier three we place hypotheses 19 and 20, corresponding to white dio• ,.rics under colored illumination. One real-
ization of these hypotheses is a white object on which the scene is be, - projected. Note that the use of either active
optical elements-a lens in a projector--or careful positioning and st . -ninig of the light sources may be necessary to
recreate these hypotheses in a lab. Nevertheless, the remaining elenimits of the hypothesis are simple and homoge-
neous for all three sub-regions, which differentiates these hypotheses from the remaining ones in tier four.

Tier four contains the remaining 12 hypotheses, each of which is some combination of colored dielectrics under uni-
form or diffuse illumination. In none of these hypotheses are all of the regions homogeneous in their simple elements.
This differentiates them from the first three tiers and make their physical realization more complex, or 'weird.'

What this analysis provides for our example image is a set of suggested segmentations. Furthermore, these segmenta-
tions are rank-ordered, giving a higher level program a sense of which are the 'best' segmentations of the image.
While the criteria and reasoning used to rank-order the segmentations are not rigorous enough in this formulation to
allow a computer to simulate these results, we believe this method is asking the right questions and laying the founda-
tion for a rigorous segmentation algorithm.

5. Conclusions

What we have presented herein is an abstract analysis of the problems and methods involved in segmentation of gen-
eral color images. To support this analysis, we presented a general model and nomenclature describing the physics of
image formation. We have also provided a rough example of our segmentation framework, demonstrating the major
themes and ideas.

We have not presented an implementation based upon our analysis. Implementation of even subsections of this

method will be a large undertaking. The work by Breton et al. [5], for example, demonstrates the type of reasoning
and algorithms necessary for each of the fundamental hypotheses. Their method, which analyzes large sets of surface
shapes and lighting positions for a Lambertian surface, fits completely within a single fundamental hypothesis. As
demonstrated by the taxonomy of fundamental hypotheses, there are some areas in which very little research has been
undertaken to date. Describing this segmentation method in a computable fashion, will require integrating numerous
techniques from diverse areas of physics based vision.
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The value of our analysis is that for the first time we are examining where in the general segmentation process it is
appropriate to apply specific physics-based vision techniques and how to integrate them into a whole. We have also
explicitly identified some of the difficulties inherent in integrating and reasoning about the physics of image forma-
tion. Our analysis is both a basis and set of guidelines for future research towards the development of an integrated
segmentation system.

The analysis of Rissanen [32] in his discussion of the selection of model classes also provides a methodology for our
analysis, especially our selection of fundamental hypotheses, or model classes. The process of choosing the funda-
mental hypotheses is one of selecting an initial set of model families with which to analyze the image regions. Ris-
sanen argues there is no algorithmic method for undertaking this task, and that human intuition is indispensable. What
we have provided herein is a structured analysis of the segmentation problem that suggests a relatively small, justifi-
able set of models for the physics of a scene.

The potential of an integrated segmentation system based on a general model of the physics of image formation is tre-
mendous. Because it would rely upon physical models, a proposed segmentation becomes not just a set of regions,
but a physical explanation for every pixel in the image as well as how those explanations relate in the 3-D world with
regad to shape, transfer function, and illumination. By considering multiple hypotheses for image regions, it should
be able to provide multiple segmentations of the entire image, reflecting in a structured manner the ambiguity that is
present in the mapping from an image to the real world. Finally, because the physical models are general enough to
capture virtually any illumination environment, transfer function, or surface shape, this segmentation method has the
potential to work on a wide range of images without prior knowledge of the scene.
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